Dedicated to her own mother, like a tribute to the roots in a trip throughout the world’s love songs:
Cuba, Argentina, Morocco, Senegal, Spain, Brazil, Portugal…
“Babel Ruiz brings us on a musical trip to our antcestors. It doesn’t matter if you call it Blues, or Jazz, or Flamenco, or Fado. It is the
Music, as World Heritage, what is present, making our primary emotions fly, given that with one hand she shows the reality of our mad
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world and, with the other, she transforms them into bright energy”.

Babel Ruiz, Ceuta. (Spain -in Morocco-) voz y kalimrhan,
Tino Van Der  Sman, Rotterdam, (Holland): Spanish guitar
José San Martín, Montevideo (Uruguay): drum
Juanmi Guzmán, Sevilla, (Spain): doublebass
Ángel Andrés Muñoz, Córdoba, (Spain): piano

She wrote the musical “Jazz & other movies”
where jazz and humor come together
in the eternal love story between cinema and jazz; performed by Babel next to a sextet
directed by the Argentine guitarist Guillermo Arrom along with Federico Lechner and other
great figures of the Argentine musical background. Premiered in Fundation Canal Theatre
(Madrid, 2009).

(2012) “Vuelvo a Africa”
(“Return to Africa”): Her first solo album, with new songs composed and written by herself in an unusual
jazz quintet with two guitars and eight songs well performed mixing jazz with “echoes of the South”.
This album is dedicated and inspirated for those who are “expelled from Paradise,”
and it brought her prominents reviews as breakout artist award in RNE, (Spanish National Radio)

(2013) “Songs from the Hard & trumpet Jazz factory”:
A compilation of symbols of the pop and jazz
standards. It shows her vision of popular music, which relays in the emotional memory of several generations.

(2014) “Numberland”.
As her second original musical work, it contains new songs
composed and written by Babel with a different sound in which the Uruguayan musician
Diego Ebbeler and the New Yorker trombonist Norman Hogue become an exceptional musical background. This work tries to approach people to the world of autism, with a delicate and tender look of
a personal commitment which led to jazz, Spanish and world music.

“My mother’s hands”
“
Pepita Campos was 18 months when she accidentally
put her little hands in the hot coals of the old brazier that warmed the room.
The burns left her hands deformed forever. The children, in the street, called her
“handless”, but she didn’t give importance to that, because her peculiarity
overcome all the limitations of its structure and when she turned 9 years old,
she was hired as an apprentice in a small sewing workshop, making it her
profession. At this point, her hands became a precious treasure…. And when she
talks she waves around her hands, gracefully in the air, as if she wanted to put
them to fly.
Pepita Campos is my mother and her hands look like birds in the air.”
With this story, the first single from this new and fourth album of Babel Ruiz begins.
Some songs belong to the tradition of many countries, arranged and produced by herself,
and sung in their original language, mixed with some new compositions written by her.
Besides the band on tour, as well as in the recording, contributing to this special
sound universe, she counts on interesting figures like Youssef Chair
(Morocco Chekara Orquestra) and, at least, an outstanding company of the
Brazilian Leandro Bomfim in a luminous feat.

Born in the bright Ceuta, a small town in Morocco.
Her vocal technique comes originally from the study of Opera
singing, together, with the knowledge of Moroccan songs of
her childhood and the study of jazz scat, finding an ununusual
way of expression for her voice. This will make the rich
coloratura shine in a peculiar and very expressive vocal timbre.
In her musical training it must be included the transverse flute,
piano, body percussion as well as her last music experience,
including in her repertoire an hybrid instrument made by herself
with a base of several African kalimbasover, an irish bodrhan that
she “baptise” like kalimrhan.

“I studied the language and inflexions of the jazz
cradle to the point to make it my own. Or that was
what I thought. But Time and what it proivides to a
trip to our inner selves, made me see that what I was
doing was just to imitate, with more or less grace,
what others did from the deep roots of a far away
country, so far away... And I looked for those bizarre
sounds which pleassed me, in the voice of my South,
of the minarets of my birth land, in a language
spoken on the streets “a troche y moche”, with the
mouth wide open and emphasis on the heart.
I don’t know if I found it, but I must live looking
for it”.

Quintet: Accoustic piano, Double bass, Kit Drum, Spanish guitar, Voice and “kalimrhán”.
DRUM KIT, (YAMAHA, DW, PEARL, TAMA)
Bass Drum 18" or 20", Snare 14", Toms 10",12",14"
Cymbals Zildjian, Istambul, Sabian. REGULAR TYPE)
Ride 20", Hi-hat 14", Crash 16"/18", China 18", Splash 10"
Drum Stool Round
DOUBLEBASS "Rubner" TYPE OR LUTHIER OLD DOUBLE BASS
with Pick-up Fisman (Full Circle, Realist, or Underwood)
and "Thomastick Spirocore " strings, (medium tension).
Ampl. "Acoustic Image" for double bass or similar.
1 D.I. box
1 condenser clip microphone Neuman km184 or similar

PIANO
PREFERABLY Accoustic Piano Yamaha C5 or similar
IN CASE OF NOT Roland RD800 or similar
Piano bench
GUITAR
2 Sockets to plug
Guitar stool with stand
VOICE and KALIMRHÁN
1 Mic stand
3 sockets to plug
1 DI box
1 High stool with stand

